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The intention of this story is that it comes to life and children are
able to experience the story and connect to the joyous world of

the written word. Children can be standing , sitting on an
exercise ball, moving and holding a ball while the book is being

read. 
Adults are encouraged to hold a ball and throw it while they turn

the page.   
 

This story is perfect for children who find it difficult to sit and
listen in story time. You can also easily transform 

 "stop moving and sit still" into " let's stand up and read this
story"

"stop touching" into " hold the ball and watch it change " 
 

Preparing for reading and setting the scene



Before reading 

Talk about the illustrations on the cover of the story and ask
children to think about what the book is about and ask them think

if it is real or imagined ? 
 

Encourage children to :
Predict what the magic ball might change into.

Describe their favourite ball game or a special ball they have at
home. 

Share the kind of magic power they would love to have and what
they would do with it. 

Invite children to bring their favourite ball from home to hold
while the story is being read. 

 
Please note: the intention of this book is that children can be

standing , sitting on an excercise ball and adults can hold a ball
and throw it while they turn the page.  

 



While reading... 

 
Pause and wait during the reading to ask questions and make
comments. This will give children  the opportunity to answer

questions and share their own thoughts and feelings on what’s
happening in the story.

• Invite children to imagine, e.g.  “what would happen if you held  i.e.,
eyeball, poo ball, electric ball?" 

• Encourage children to act out and show the facial expressions they may
have while holding each ball. You may like to put the book down and

pretend you are holding the ball, model what it may be like 
• Point to the illustrated describing words and ask the children “what does

this word say and how did you know?” 
• You may want to stop sometimes before the end of a phrase and see if

children can fill in what the rhyming word may be for e.g. "pass the ball, turn
the page , watch it turn into something ...(WAIT) ...strange". 



After reading ... 

 
Encourage children to share their  favourite ball from the story
and why they liked it? You can model and share your favourite
character using descriptive language … “oh yum my favorite ball
was definitely the ice cream ball. It was so delicious! I would

love a ball of chocolate ice cream right now”
Invite children to imagine and share other ball-shaped
characters. You can invite children to draw or make from

playdough the characters they imagine. 
 

The pages that follow also provide many opportunities and ideas
to extend this story to develop a range of language, literacy,

social and movement skills. 
 



"I Spy" Guessing
Game 

Taste testing Game 
Synonyms and
antonyms 

Feely Bag Sphere Hunt  

Creating your own
Ball  

Take turns to describe a ball
from the story, using words to
describe all your senses, eg.
" I'm thinking of a ball that

was alive and when I
touched it, it was spikey". 

Developing vocabulary and descriptive language 

There are many ball or sphere  shaped items in
a home and in nature. Provide the child with a
clue, and they need to find a ball-shaped item

that relates to this. 
Some examples:
Find a ball : 
-You can eat

-You can play with 
-You Can Not throw 

-That grows 
-That is alive 

 
 

Fill a bag with balls  with different
textures and features and ask children to
close their eyes and place their hands in
the bag and describe it thinking of all

their  senses: 
-Cotton ball 
-Pinecone 

-Paper ball 
-Ice ball in a plastic bag 

 

There are many ball shaped foods, to
create a  taste test game and develop
vocabulary that relates to taste.  Some

great ideas include: 
Orange, Apple, Kiwifruit , Lemon , grape
Blueberries, Watermelon, lychee, Lolly.
Blindfold the child and offer a piece of

food. Encourage the child to describe the
food including the taste and texture.

.
 

Encourage the child to  design their own
ball, they can describe the different
features considering their senses. 

- Touch/ texture
- Taste 
- Smell

- Sight, colour, shine
- Sound 

- Action and movement 

There are many opportunities in
the story to explore: 

Synonyms  
Hot – burning, fuming
Cold- freezing, icy 

Tasty- delicious, delightful, delectable 
Spiky- prickly, sharp 

Change – transform, metamorphosis 
Antonyms  

– hot/ cold, hard/soft, 
wet/ dry , spikey/smooth 

 

There are so many opportunities in this story to encourage children to hear 
and learn new descriptive words that considers all their senses. 

Use the templates and word banks provides to help build descriptive language in fun and meaningful ways. 



Design a Ball- barrier task The language of feelings
and emotions 

Developing vocabulary and descriptive language 

There are so many opportunities in this story to encourage children to hear 
and learn new descriptive words that considers all their senses. 

Use the templates and word banks provides to help build descriptive language in fun and meaningful
ways. 

in a barrier  task , two children are  seated to face each
other with  a barrier between them so no one can see what

they are doing 

Each child is encouraged to draw an imaginative ball with
lots of colours, features and parts. for example - "a spikey red
ball with green spots " - They can use the Senses Map to
brainstorm the ball before drawing it. 

 
Each child will take a turn to describe their ball and the other
child needs to listen to the description and draw what they

hear. 
The child who is listening is encouraged to ask questions if

they do not understand or need clarification,.
 

Once both children  are finished describing and drawing they
can reveal the picture they have drawn the same thing. If

there are differences it's important to consider what could be
different.

 
Barrier tasks provide such a wonderful reason for children to
describe specifically using words so the other person can

imagine and draw what is being described. 
 

  
If children look carefully each ball in the

story comes to life and has facial
expressions. It can be a great opportunity
to learn new words to express and describe

emotions. 
Children can act out and imagine the

facial expressions they would have when
they hold each ball i..e disgusted when
holding the poo ball or shocked when

holding the electric ball etc. 
 

Emoji's are also ball shaped icons that
children can choose to express and discuss

how they may feel, which build the
language of emotions. 

 



Sensory balls 

Creative arts   

Texture boards and letters 
Fill Balloons with different textures . You may like to include: 

 Beans, rice, flour, cold shaving cream. 
See an example of how to make it here:

 
https://littlebinsforlittlehands.com/simple-make-texture-

balloons-tactile-sensory-play/
 

You can also create a texture board for children to guess the
textures within each ball as pictured below. 

Children use different textures and materials in nature and
around the house to create words and texture boards. 

There is a wonderful "Texture Song" by Scratch Garden on
Youtube that links language and texture. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tDVS9XSqt90



The Echidna The Eyeball  Electric ball   

Fire and Ice 

Intriguing science  

Disgusting poo 

The characters  in the story invite discussion about the animal kingdom,
biology and physics .Children may choose to ask a question or conduct a

project to find out more about one of the characters. 

Planets and Space 

Inquiry questions:
- Why do echidna's turn into a
ball?
- Why do Echinda's have spikes?
- Echidnas, Porcupines and
hedgehogs look the same but
what makes them different ? 

Inquiry questions:
- How does a static ball work? 
- what is electricity and how does
it work? 
- What is lightening and how is it
created? 
- Why can electricity be
dangerous? 

Inquiry questions:
- How do our eyes work and what
are the parts of the eyes ?
- Why do people have different
coloured eyes?
- What helps people who can't
see to be able to read, move and
write? 

Inquiry questions:
-  How is fire made ?
- How do we protect ourselves
from fires?
_ How is ice made? 
- Think about antarctica or places
with snow what do people and
animals need to survive? 

Inquiry questions:
-  How does our body make poo?
-  Why is poo so smelly and why is it
brown ? 
- Even though it's smelly why is poo
important for the environment? 
- Research the different types of
animal poo e.g. wombat poo is square. 

Inquiry questions:
-  Research one of the planets and
find information about it's size,
distance and any special facts. 
- Why can living things only stay alive
on  earth ? 



Supporting Bi-lingualism  

 It is encouraged for families and
educators to read the story in other

languages. There are many key
concepts and words you can

translate as you read through the
story: 

The names of the balls -  (Ball, fire,
ice cream, paint, echidna, eye)

The numbers in the magic words-
“1,2, 3. change” 

The describing words- ( hot, cold,
sticky, tasty, melt ) 

There are many opportunities to
include sign language and key word

sign within the story. 
The Australian sign language

dictionary - 
 

Signbank:  
 https://www.auslan.org.au/dictionary/

 
allows you to search for key signs

used in Australia. You can search for
key words in the story  and you can

see a video demonstration to help you
develop this sign and include a range

of languages within the story.

Translate the story Sign and read 

https://www.auslan.org.au/dictionary/


Generating
rhyme 

Illustrating print  

Building sound and print awareness  

Noticing Rhyme 

After a reading the story a
few times, stop and wait
for children to fill in the

rhyming word at the end of
the sentence, for example

“pass the ball turn the
page watch it turn into
something…. WAIT. 

Find the rhyming words
within the story e.g

page/strange/change,
melt/felt, hot/got. 

 

 

 
 

Within the story the
descriptive words such as

“melt”, “goo”, “hot” are
illustrated to take on the

feature of the word.
Encourage children to

think of a describing word
and draw it in a way that
takes on the features of
the word, e.g. draw the

word “sparkly” in a sparkly
way. 

 
 

 
 

Brainstorm
additional rhyming
words that relate to
the story or relate to

a ball children
created and
imagined.

 



 Encourage movement and ball skills 

There are  opportunities to include this story
as a part of the physical education units and

support different ball skills.
The NSW governments “Munch and Move” and “the
Healthy Kids” programs have excellent resources for
including movement throughout the day. Fundamental

movement skills include ball skills such as striking,
dribbling, kicking, overarm and underarm throwing 

 
FrankyFriends.pdf (nsw.gov.au)

FMSinAction3-5yrolds.pdf (nsw.gov.au)
Kids at Play kits (nsw.gov.au)

 

 
 

https://healthykids.nsw.gov.au/downloads/file/campaignsprograms/FrankyFriends.pdf
https://healthykids.nsw.gov.au/downloads/file/campaignsprograms/FMSinAction3-5yrolds.pdf
https://healthykids.nsw.gov.au/downloads/file/campaignsprograms/EquipmenttoEnhanceActivePlay.pdf


Continue the game
beyond the book  

Develop  turn-taking, interaction and  imagination 

Continue the ball game without  the
book. It is a great outdoor or brain

break activity. 
Grab a ball, pass the ball between
children and say the magic words

“1,2,3 change”. 
Children can take turns to imagine a
ball or remember their favorite ball

from the story. It's a great
opportunity to engage children who
need movement and support to take

turns and listen.

 
 



Develop  turn-taking, interaction and build conversation  

Questions to invite children to share something
about themselves, like: 

Affirmations and encouarging comments 
Scavengar hunt instructions 

A conversation ball can be a great way to support
turn taking and invite children to move and share
ideas. All you need is a plain beach ball and a
permanent marker. You can choose to write: 

What is your favorite TV show?
What instrument would you like to play

 What do you want to be when you grow up?
 What was the best gift you've ever received?

Who is your hero ? 

 
Children throw and catch the ball and are

encouraged to read what is below their index finger
on their right or left hand. This activity also motivates
children to read. Chidlren can also create their own

conversation ball. 

 

Create a conversation
ball   


